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Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) is a
demyelinating disorder caused by opportunistic infection
of JC polyomavirus (JCV). Today, increased attention has
been focused on PML development in multiple sclerosis
(MS) patients under disease-modifying therapies (DMT).
Although in the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS) era, PML was thought to be a rapidly progressive
disease with poor prognosis, drug-associated PML is rela-
tively slow in progress, and a favorable outcome may be
expected with early diagnosis. However, early PML diag-
nosis on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is frequently
difficult, and JCV DNA copy number in cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) is usually low. To facilitate early PML diagno-
sis on MRI, the pre-mortem images were compared with
neuropathology of the post-mortem brain, and underlying
pathology corresponding to the MRI findings was evalu-
ated. As a result, PML lesions of the autopsied brain were
divided into three parts, based on the disease extension
patterns: (A) Progressive white matter lesion in the right
frontoparietal lobe including the precentral gyrus. Huge

demyelinated lesions were formed with fusions of numer-
ous small lesions. (B) Central lesion including deep gray
matters, such as the putamen and thalamus. The left tha-
lamic lesion was contiguous with the pontine tegmentum.
(C) Infratentorial lesion of brainstem and cerebellum.
Demyelination in the pontine basilar region and in cere-
bellar white matter was contiguous via middle cerebellar
peduncles (MCPs). In addition, (D) satellite lesions were
scattered all over the brain. These observations indicate
that PML lesions likely evolve with three steps in a tract-
dependent manner: (1) initiation; (2) extension/expansion
of demyelinating lesions; and (3) fusion. Understanding of
the PML disease evolution patterns would enable confi-
dent early diagnosis on MRI, which is essential for favor-
able prognosis with good functional outcome.
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INTRODUCTION

Progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) is a
demyelinating disorder of the central nervous system
(CNS) caused by opportunistic infection with JC polyoma-
virus (JCV). JCV reactivates in patients with immunosup-
pressive states, and since the 1980s, a number of PML
cases have been reported, mainly as complications of
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). Advanced
PML lesions in patients with AIDS typically present as
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huge hyperintense signals on T2-weighted/fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) images, which spread in the
white matter of the frontoparietal lobes.1,2 In the AIDS
era, it was thought that PML white matter lesions rapidly
progress, and prognosis is poor (classical PML).

Recently, increased attention has been focused on PML
development in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) who
are under disease-modifying therapies (DMT).3 Natalizumab
(NTZ) is a monoclonal antibody against the integrin alpha-4
subunit CD49a and is highly effective on relapsing and remit-
ting MS. However, the higher risk of PML development has
been a serious concern. As of 30 November, 2018, the global
overall incidence of PML in NTZ-treated patients is: 4.15
per 1000 patients (95% CI 3.87 to 4.44 per 1000 patients),
and as of 5 December, 2018 there have been 804 confirmed
PML cases. (Biogen, data on file, https://tys.ms-supportnavi.
com/ja-jp/home/risk/risk01.html). Fingolimod (FTY720),

which is a first-in-class orally bioavailable compound for the
treatment of MS, is also at issue. So far, 15 patients with MS
have developed FTY-associated PML (FTY-PML) world-
wide, and four of these patients were Asian.4,5 The incidence
of FTY-PML is 0.082 per 1000 worldwide (Novartis, data on
file). Early diagnosis, preferably in an asymptomatic stage is
essential (asymptomatic PML). Small asymptomatic PML
lesions slowly progress, relating to favorable prognosis with a
better functional outcome.6 However, JCV DNA copy num-
bers measured by quantitative polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are usually low or under
the detection level,7,8 which leads to difficulty in diagnosis.

On magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), early signs of
NTZ-PML have been described as punctate pattern, star-
like or Milky Way appearance. There is also cortical gray
matter involvement and juxtacortical/subcortical white
matter lesions.9–16 However, most MRI findings have been

Fig. 1 Clinical course and FLAIR images. (A) Clinical course. A 52-year-old man first developed diplopia, gait disturbance, and left
hemiparesis. After hospital admission, the patient was treated with intravenous methylprednisolone (IVMP) and prednisolone (PSL)
under the provisional diagnosis of malignant lymphoma. On day 124, JCV DNA was detected in CSF, leading to the diagnosis of PML.
The patient died of arrhythmia on day 170. (B) FLAIR images. During the clinical course, MRI were acquired 10 times. Representative
FLAIR images (MRI 1, 4, 5, 8, and 10) acquired respectively on days -2, 37, 55, 99, and 147, are presented here. On day -2 (MRI 1),
FLAIR hyperintense lesions in the right thalamus and right putamen (white arrowheads) were observed but these lesions did not grow.
A hyperintense lesion was also seen in the pontine tegmentum (white arrows). The patient gradually developed weakness of the left
hand. A new lesion appeared in the right precentral gyrus on day 55 (MRI 5) and grew larger until the patient’s death (asterisks).
Lesions of the left thalamus (blue arrowheads) and bilateral MCPs (blue arrows) also emerged and progressed, although lesions of the
right thalamus and putamen did not change after admission.
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acquired using 3T, and even 7T MRI, and it is thus not
known whether the above signs are specific to NTZ-PML
or ubiquitously seen in patients with PML in the early
stages. Moreover, the underlying PML pathology
corresponding to the newly described MRI findings is not
yet fully elucidated, and it is thus difficult to differentiate
early PML lesions from those associated with
MS. Therefore, in this study, an autopsied PML brain
without MS lesions was examined and compared to the
pre-mortem MR images. The patient died from arrhyth-
mia, and most of the PML lesions were still developing at
the time of death. Pathologically proven PML disease evo-
lution patterns in the absence of MS lesions may contrib-
ute to diagnostic assurance for early PML detection on
MRI. The aim of this study is to elucidate pathology of
PML evolution patterns and to facilitate early diagnosis
on MRI.

CLINICAL SUMMARY

A 52-year-old man with a history of severe chronic heart fail-
ure due to myocardial infarction, diabetes mellitus, hyperten-
sion, dyslipidemia, and chronic kidney disease presented with
a 170-day clinical course, as summarized in Figure 1A. Due
to diagnostic uncertainty, MRI was performed 10 times dur-
ing the 170-day clinical course. Contrast administration was
not performed due to renal dysfunction. Representative MR
images are presented in Figure 1B.

The patient developed diplopia and gait disturbance
4 months before admission. Dysesthesia around the left
corner of the mouth and mild weakness of the left upper
and lower limbs followed. Before hospital admission,
hyperintense signals on T2-weighted/fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR) images appeared in the right
putamen, right thalamus, and pontine tegmentum
(Fig. 1B, white arrowheads and white arrows). On admis-
sion, neurological examination revealed left abducens
nerve palsy, mild left hemiparesis, and truncal cerebellar
ataxia. The results of screening for human immunodefi-
ciency virus, autoimmune disease, and vitamin deficiency
were negative. Although the potential diagnoses included
malignant lymphoma, cytology of CSF and a random skin
biopsy did not suggest the presence of any malignancy.
His chronic heart failure was so severe that we could not
perform brain biopsy. During hospitalization, the
T2/FLAIR hyperintense lesions in the pontine tegmentum
gradually enlarged (Fig. 1B, white arrows), although those
in the right putamen and thalamus were rather stable
(Fig. 1B, white arrowheads). On day 9, corticosteroid ther-
apy was initiated under the provisional diagnosis of malig-
nant lymphoma, but resulted in no remarkable response.

On day 55, the weakness in the left hand was exac-
erbated and MRI revealed three new lesions on

T2-weighted/FLAIR images. Cortical signals appeared
in the precentral gyrus of the right frontal lobe and
later extended to the deep white matter (Fig. 1B, aster-
isks). In the posterior fossa, the signals of bilateral
middle cerebellar peduncles (MCPs) emerged, and
extended to both the pontine basilar region and the
cerebellar hemisphere (Fig. 1B, blue arrows). In the
left thalamus, new hyperintense signals developed and
slowly grew (Fig. 1B, blue arrowheads). On day 78, an
intra-abdominal abscess was discovered as a complica-
tion and corticosteroid therapy was gradually tapered
off. The neurological manifestations worsened at this
time. On day 124, JCV DNA was detected with high
titer (1.0 × 104 copies/mL) in the CSF, and the clinical
diagnosis of PML was determined. The patient died of
arrhythmia on day 170.

Table 1 Demyelinating/demyelinated lesions in an autopsied
progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) brain

A. Progressive white matter lesion in the frontoparietal lobes
Active large lesion (acute progression) of fused small
demyelinating lesions.
Precentral gyrus and surrounding area.
Cortical gray matter involvement.
Juxtacortical/subcortical white matter involvement.
Extension to the deep white matter, partially toward the
corpus callosum.
Expansion and fusion of lesions with destruction of neuronal
axons.
Presence of JCV-infected glial cells in the frontiers of
extending or expanding lesions.

B. Central lesion including deep gray matter
Active lesion (subacute progression) in the left thalamus.
Inactive lesion in the right thalamus, putamen and claustrum.
Contiguous extension from the pontine tegmentum to the left
lateral thalamus.
Involvement of the reticular formation and trigeminothalamic
tract.
Preservation of medial longitudinal fasciculus and oculomotor
nucleus.
Neuronal cell death in the putamen, thalamus, red nucleus, and
substantia nigra.
Thalamic neurons with central chromatolysis and spheroid
structures.

C. Infratentorial lesion of brainstem and cerebellum
Active lesion (subacute progression) involving middle
cerebellar peduncles.
Extension in pontocerebellar fibers, longitudinal fibers, and
cerebellar white matter.
Neuronal cell death in the pontine nuclei and the cerebellar
dentate nucleus.

D. Satellite lesions all over the brain
(1) Small demyelinating lesions around the corticomedullary
borders.
(2) Early and small demyelinating lesions in deep white matter.
Perivascular edema and parenchymal edema seen as myelin
pallor.
Resemblance to “starry” or “Milky Way” features on MRI.
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PATHOLOGICAL FINDINGS

Neuropathological findings from the post-mortem brain
are summarized in Table 1. There were three major
lesions of different extension patterns, with different dis-
ease activities: (A) progressive white matter lesion in the
right frontoparietal lobe; (B) central lesion including deep
gray matter, thalamus and putamen, associated with the
pontine tegmentum; and (C) infratentorial lesion of
brainstem and cerebellar white matters, associated via the
MCPs. In addition, (D) satellite lesions were scattered in
the corticomedullary borders and in the deep white matter
all over the brain. Although some autopsied PML cases
have presented fatal inflammation called PML-immune
reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS),17,18 inflam-
matory reactions were not apparent in this case.

Progressive white matter lesion in the right
frontoparietal lobe: Typical PML lesion due to
“extension, expansion, and fusion” of
demyelinating lesions

Histopathological sections of the right cerebral hemi-
sphere of the post-mortem brain displayed a large
demyelinated lesion occupying the frontal and parietal
lobes, including the precentral gyrus. Klüver-Barrera
(KB) staining revealed that well-demarcated oval demye-
linating lesions approximately 2–3 mm in size were fused
to one another to form a huge white matter lesion
(Fig. 2A). This finding corresponded well with the last
FLAIR images obtained on day 147 (Fig. 2B). In both the

post-mortem brain and the pre-mortem MR images,
demyelination or degeneration was more advanced in the
deeper white matter, whereas cortical and subcortical
areas of the precentral gyrus were rather mildly affected.

FLAIR images of the right frontoparietal lobe, espe-
cially those of the precentral gyrus, were reviewed
(Fig. 2C). Although the precentral gyrus was not affected
at the time of the first visit (on day -2), hyperintense linear
signals developed nearly 2 months later (on day 55) at
juxtacortical/subcortical regions. The hyperintense signals
extended deeply to the white matter, where the signals
from adjacent gyri were fused to form larger ones
(on days 117, 147). This corresponded well with the neuro-
pathology of the post-mortem brain (Fig. 2A). These
observations indicate that PML demyelinating lesions first
appear, in part, in the cerebral cortex and/or
juxtacortical/subcortical white matter. These demyelinat-
ing lesions likely later extend deeply to the white matter
and then expand and fuse to form larger demyelinating
lesions.

“Extension” likely regulates JCV spread and
disease progression

To further investigate developing patterns of PML lesions,
cortical and juxtacortical/subcortical white matter areas
were more carefully examined all over the brain. Small
demyelinating lesions were scattered mostly in the
juxtacortical/subcortical white matter and in cortical
regions everywhere in the brain, including the right and

Fig. 2 Progression of white matter
lesions in the right frontoparietal
lobe. (A) A semimacroscopic
image of the right cerebral hemi-
sphere displays a large demyelinated
lesion occupying the frontoparietal
lobe. Small demyelinating lesions
fused to form a huge lesion in the
deep white matter. KB staining.
(B) A FLAIR image on day 147.
Hyperintense signals are distinct in
the corresponding lesion (red
arrows). (C) Axial FLAIR images of
the precentral cortex in the right
frontal lobe (days -2, 55, 71, 117, and
147). Hyperintense linear signals first
developed along the corticomedullary
junction on day 55 and later
expanded deeply to the white matter.
Scale bar: 1 cm.
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left frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes
(Fig. 3A–D). However, most small demyelinating lesions
were locally present around the corticomedullary junction,
and extension of demyelinating lesions to the deeper white
matter was seen in relatively restricted areas.

In the frontoparietal lobe, multiple demyelinating lesions
extended deeply to the white matter and some lesions

skipped toward the corpus callosum (Fig. 3E). Small demy-
elinating lesions were also aligned with the claustrum, but
these lesions were discontiguous from the huge
demyelinated lesions in the frontoparietal lobes (Fig. 3F).
In the temporal lobe, small demyelinating lesions were also
scattered in the juxtacortical/subcortical area, but they
hardly extended to the deep white matter (Fig. 3G).

Fig. 3 Small demyelinating lesions in the cortical gray matter and juxtacortical/subcortical white matter. (A–D) Small demyelinating
lesions in the cortical gray matter and juxtacortical/subcortical white mater are observed all over the brain. KB staining. (E, F, G) Coro-
nal sections of the right cerebrum. Demyelinating lesions extend to the corpus callosum in panel E and are aligned with the claustrum in
panel F, or are rather close to the cortex in the temporal lobe in panel G. KB staining. (H) Axons with and without myelin sheaths in
the deep white matter. Axons extending toward the corpus callosum (yellow arrows) and those toward the internal capsule (white
arrows) cross each other in the deep white matter (yellow square in panel E). Fibers extending toward the corpus callosum are
demyelinated, but those toward the internal capsule are not. Bodian + Luxol fast blue (LFB) staining. (I) Axon destruction in advanced
demyelinated lesion (red square in panel E). Although a few fibers are observed (yellow arrows), most axons are fragmented and
numerous myelin-laden macrophages appear. Bodian + LFB staining. (J) Immunostaining for JCV capsid proteins reveal the presence
of infected glial cells in the borders of expanding demyelinating lesions. (K) JCV-infected glial cells with full inclusions (blue arrow) and
cells with dot-shaped intranuclear structures (yellow arrow). HE staining. CaNu, caudate nucleus; Cl, claustrum; CinGy, cingulate gyrus;
CorCl, corpus callosum; CorRad, corona radiata; ExtCap, external capsule; GP, globus pallidus; In, insula; Lt IFGy, left inferior frontal
gyrus; Rt IFGy, right inferior frontal gyrus; Put, putamen; Rt SFGy, right superior frontal gyrus; TemLb, temporal lobe. Scale bars: 1
mm (A-D), 1 cm (E), 5 mm (F, G), 100 μm (H-J), 50 μm (K).
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Demyelinated axonal fibers were evaluated using
Bodian plus Luxol fast blue (LFB) staining. In the borders
of expanding lesions (Fig. 3E, yellow square), axonal
fibers extending toward the corpus callosum were
demyelinated (Fig. 3H, yellow arrows), while the myelin
sheaths of those extending toward the internal capsule
were intact (Fig. 3H, white arrows). In contrast, in

advanced lesions (Fig. 3E, red square), most demyelinated
axons were fragmented with infiltration of numerous
myelin-laden macrophages. Few demyelinated fibers
remained in these areas (Fig. 3I, yellow arrows). JCV-
positive oligodendroglias were usually seen in the borders
of expanding lesions (Fig. 3J). The nuclei of
oligodendroglia-like cells were relatively small, and some
cells contained dot-shaped inclusions described as early
signs of JCV infection.19

The brainstem includes white matter tracts for
“extension” of demyelination

In the right putamen and thalamus, the earliest MRI sig-
nals appeared on day -2, but the lesion did not grow larger
for almost 6 months (inactive lesion). In contrast,
hyperintense FLAIR signals later developed in the left
thalamus on day 55, and this lesion grew larger until the
patient’s death (active lesion) (Fig. 1B). Thus, coronal
FLAIR images were compared between day 55 and day
117. The signals in brainstem and bilateral thalami seemed
discontiguous on day 55, but contiguous disease extension
involving the left thalamus, brainstem, and bilateral cere-
bellar hemispheres was suggested on day 117 (Fig. 4A).

MR images from day -2 to day 117 also revealed con-
tinuous and contiguous extension of hyperintense FLAIR
signals. These signals were initiated in the pontine tegmen-
tum, extended via the midbrain including the reticular for-
mation (RF) and trigeminothalamic tract (TTT), and
seemed to reach the centromedian nucleus (CM) and ven-
tral posteromedial nucleus (VPM) of the left thalamus,
where they further expanded to adjacent thalamic nuclei
(Fig. 4B).

Neuropathology revealed marked demyelination in the
brainstem, including the midbrain, pons, and medulla
oblongata. KB staining demonstrated uneven distribution
of demyelinating lesions, indicating involvement of specific
nerve fibers or tracts (Fig. 5). In the left dorsal region of
the midbrain, the RF and TTT were severely degraded,
but interestingly the bilateral oculomotor nuclei (OMN),

Fig. 4 Legend on next coloumn.

Fig. 4 FLAIR images of the central and infratentorial lesions.
(A) Coronal FLAIR images obtained on day 55 and day 117.
PML lesions extend from the brainstem to the left thalamus. The
lesions also extend from the pons to the bilateral cerebellar hemi-
spheres. Lines a–g correspond to the sections a–g, in panel B,
respectively. (B) Axial FLAIR images on days -2, 55, 71, and
117 indicate that the hyperintense lesions extend from the pon-
tine tegmentum to the left thalamus. The lesions also expand
from the MCPs to the pontine basilar regions and the cerebellar
hemispheres. CM, centromedian nucleus; DM, dorsomedial
nucleus; MCP, middle cerebellar peduncle; RF, reticular forma-
tion; TTT, trigeminothalamic tract; VA, ventral anterior nucleus;
VL, ventral lateral nucleus; VPL, ventral posterolateral nucleus;
VPM, ventral posteromedial nucleus.
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medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF), and superior cere-
bellar peduncle decussation (SCPD) were clearly intact
(Fig. 5A and B). In the pontine tegmentum, diffuse demy-
elinating areas were observed in regions such as the RF
and TTT, but the MLF was clearly preserved within the
severely demyelinated region. In the pontine basilar
region, pontocerebellar fibers (PCF) were markedly
degraded, and the lesions were contiguous to the MCPs
extending toward the cerebellar white matter. Pontine lon-
gitudinal fibers (LF) were also severely damaged (Fig. 5C
and D). The demyelinating lesions in the pontine basilar
regions were not contiguous with those in the pontine teg-
mentum, and the medial lemniscus (ML) was well pre-
served between the two demyelinating lesions. This
indicates that pontine basilar regions and tegmentum are
involved in distinct tract-dependent disease extension.

PML lesions involve basal ganglia and cerebellar
dentate nuclei

The basal ganglia were carefully evaluated. In the bilateral
thalami, lateral regions, including the ventral posterolat-
eral nucleus (VPL) were severely affected, although less
severe degeneration was also observed in the bilateral
dorsomedial nucleus (DM). Tissue damage was more dis-
tinct in the active left thalamic lesion, which was contigu-
ous with the left red nucleus (RNu). Mildly demyelinating
lesions were also observed in the right RNu and bilateral
substantia nigra (SN) (Fig. 6A). In the pontine tegmen-
tum, the bilateral loci coerulei were relatively well

preserved (Fig. 6B), but in the pontine basilar region, the
pontine nuclei were moderately affected. Advanced PML
lesions were observed in the cerebellar white matter. As a
result, the left dentate nucleus was no longer recognizable
(Fig. 6C), although the right dentate nucleus was barely
observable (data not shown). Histopathologically, neurons
in these lesions were severely degenerated or lost
(Fig. 6D, E), and thus, PML is not only a white matter dis-
ease, but also involves gray matter.

Early and small demyelinating lesions in the deep
white matter

Even though our 1.5T MRIs did not suggest the presence
of PML lesions in the temporal and occipital lobes in the
clinical setting (Fig. 7A), the post-mortem study revealed
early and small demyelinating lesions scattered all over
the brain. KB staining in the occipital lobe revealed mark-
edly small demyelinating lesions on a background of dif-
fuse myelin pallor (Fig. 7B). The pathological features
resembled “starry” or “Milky Way” appearance, which is
known as early NTZ-PML lesions on 7T MRI.10 Early
and small demyelinating lesions developed along with
perivascular and parenchymal edema, and blood vessels
were not necessarily intralesionally observed (Fig. 7C–E).
These findings were in good agreement with 7T MRI find-
ings in patients with early NTZ-PML,10 and were distinct
from MS pathology characterized by the central
intralesional vein.20 Interestingly, perivascular edema in
the thalamic lesion resembled a lacunar infarction

Fig. 5 Semimacroscopic images of
sections from the midbrain (A, B)
and pons (C, D) sections stained with
Klüver-Barrera. In the midbrain and
pontine tegmentum, the white matter,
including nerve fibers such as tri-
geminothalamic tract (TTT) and
reticular formation (RF) is markedly
degenerated. In contrast, medial lon-
gitudinal fasciculus (MLF) and oculo-
motor nucleus (OMN) are well
preserved. In the pontine base region,
demyelination expands from the mid-
dle cerebellar peduncle (MCP) to
both directions of pontocerebellar
fibers (PCF) and the cerebellar white
matter. CC, crus cerebri; LF, longitu-
dinal fibers; LL, lateral lemniscus;
ML, medial lemniscus; RN, red
nucleus; SCP, superior cerebellar
peduncle; SCPD, superior cerebellar
peduncle decussation; TN, trigeminal
nerve. Scale bar: 1 cm.
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(Fig. 7F). The early and small demyelinating lesions were
approximately 400 μm in diameter (Fig. 7G–I), and
oligodendroglia-like cells with small but swollen nuclei

were accompanied around the early and small demyelinat-
ing lesions. Intranuclear features with dot-shaped struc-
tures suggested the presence of JCV-infected cells in the
early stage (Fig. 7J); however, typical JCV-infected cells
with amphophilic viral inclusions in markedly enlarged
nuclei had not yet developed.

DISCUSSION

JCV infects mostly oligodendrocytes, and propagates
progenies in the enlarging nuclei. Previous studies have
demonstrated that JCV-infected glial cells activate the cell
cycle from a S-to-G2-like state, in which punctate intra-
nuclear domains, called promyelocytic nuclear bodies
(PML-NBs) provide scaffolds for viral proliferation.19

Thus, intranuclear punctate structures (dot-shaped inclu-
sions), reflecting JCV proliferation at PML-NBs, are early
signs of JCV infection. The reproduced viruses later
spread to fill the markedly enlarged nuclei (full inclusions)
and finally lyse the host cells.19,21–24 Progressive demyelin-
ating lesions develop with continuous viral infection. How-
ever, most studies thus far have focused on the process in
which JCV propagates within the nucleus.25 It is thus not
yet well known how JCV is later spread within the brain
and progresses as demyelinating disease. Here, we pro-
pose that dynamic PML evolution consists of three steps:
(1) initiation, (2) extension/expansion of demyelinating
lesions, and (3) fusion of the demyelinating lesions
(Figs 8–9).

First step: “Initiation” as a small demyelinating
lesion

We hypothesize that the maternal virus likely reaches the
brain via blood vessels, and thus the areas rich in vascula-
ture would be the first targets of virus proliferation. In this
case, linear hyperintense FLAIR signals developed in the
precentral corticomedullary borders, where pathology rev-
ealed the appearance of small demyelinating lesions.
Indeed, the small demyelinating lesions around the

Fig. 6 Legend on next coloumn.

Fig. 6 Semimacroscopic images of the basal ganglia and thala-
mus (A), pontine tegmentum (B), and cerebellar hemisphere (C)
sections stained with Klüver-Barrera as well as microscopic
images of right (D) and left (E) thalami sections stained with
hematoxylin-eosin (D, E) and Bodian (inset in E). Demyelinating
lesions are apparent in both sides of the thalami, red nuclei
(RNu), substantia nigra (SN), pontine tegmenta, and cerebellar
hemispheres. Neurons in both sides of the thalami are severely
degenerated or lost. Ghost neurons are especially prominent in
the ventral posterolateral nucleus (VPL) of the left thalamus
(inset in E). CaNu, caudate nucleus; CC, crus cerebri; Cl, claus-
trum; CM, centromedian nucleus; CorCl, corpus callosum; DM,
dorsomedial nucleus; Put, putamen; VL, ventral lateral nucleus;
VPM, ventral posteromedial nucleus. Scale bars: 1 cm (A-C), 10
μm (D, E).
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corticomedullary border were seen all over the brain.
These lesions are highly likely the initial PML lesions, in
agreement with a previous description of “early pathologi-
cal changes” in asymptomatic non-AIDS cases.26

In the present case, hyperintense FLAIR signals
also first appeared in the basal ganglia, including the
putamen and thalamus, as well as in the pontine teg-
mentum. In addition, punctate small and early demye-
linating lesions were scattered in the deep white
matter all over the brain. MRI findings, which were
consistent with those described above have been pre-
viously reported as variations of PML
lesions.9,14,15,27,28 Therefore, the “initiation” of PML
lesions can occur in multiple locations, if vasculature

exists. The next steps, “extension” and “expansion”
thus seem very important to define the progression of
demyelinating lesions.

Second step: “Extension” and “expansion” of
demyelinating lesions

We propose the existence of three patterns in the pro-
gression of multifocal demyelinating lesions: “exten-
sion”, “expansion”, and “fusion” (Fig. 8). In the
present case, alignment of demyelinating lesions along
nerve fibers was revealed using Bodian + LFB staining,
indicating that discontiguous virus proliferation foci
increased in number along neuronal axons (in a

Fig. 7 Early and small demyelinating lesions with perivascular edema. (A) An MRI FLAIR image (1.5 T). A coronal view of the right
occipital lobe on day 147 suggests unclear signal intensity in the deep white matter. (B-I) Semimacroscopic images of autopsied brain
sections stained with Klüver-Barrera. The lesions are scattered, and red arrows indicate myelin pallor (B). At a higher magnification of
a part of panel B (black arrow in panel B), the lesions are present at the corticomedullary border (indicated by “d” and black arrow),
and mildly enlarged blood vessels are also seen in this region (indicated by “v” and white arrow) (C). The lesions are also seen in the
frontal lobe (indicated by “d” and black arrows) along with mildly enlarged blood vessels (D, E). Blood vessels in the left thalamus are
enlarged and perivascular edema is seen. This resembles a lacular infarct (indicated by “v“ and white arrows) (F). The lesions are pre-
sent along with vascular proliferation in the surrounding area (indicated by “v” and white arrows), and red asterisks and yellow arrows
indicate the centers of demyelinating lesions and the direction of nerve fiber extension, respectively (G-I). (J) A microscopic image of a
brain section stained with hematoxylin-eosin. Oligodendroglia-like cells with mildly enlarged nuclei are present (arrows) around early
and small demyelinating lesions. Some of these cells bear dot-shaped intrauclear structures. Scale bars: 1 cm (B), 1 mm (C-F), 100 μm
(G-I), 25 μm (J).
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skipping manner). Therefore, “extension” of demyelin-
ating lesions is tract-dependent. In good agreement,
neuropathology and MRI findings in this study indi-
cated three major PML lesions defined with “exten-
sion” patterns; (A) typical cerebral lesion extending
from the corticomedullary border to the deep white
matter and partly to the corpus callosum in the
frontoparietal lobe; (B) central lesion extending from
the pontine tegmentum to the left thalamus, including
the RF and TTT; and (C) infratentorial lesion exten-
ding from the bilateral MCPs to both pontine basilar
fields and cerebellar hemispheres. The extension of
PML lesions has been also reported in the superior
longitudinal fasciculus, and thalamic lesions may also
extend to the neocortical gray matter via the

corticospinal/pyramidal tract,15,29 although they were
not observed in the present case.

Each of the demyelinating lesions can also expand in
size due to local proliferation of JCV. During “expan-
sion”, the replicated progeny viruses lyse the host cell and
infect the neighboring cells. The demyelinating lesions
may also fuse with one another to form larger lesions.
During “extension”, neuronal axons are preserved and
spread the replicated progeny viruses to distant locations.
Tissue damage is relatively mild, and JCV-infected oligo-
dendroglia are usually present in the borders of the exten-
ding lesions. In contrast, during “expansion”, viruses

Fig. 8 Evolutional patterns of PML demyelinating lesions with
schematic illustrations including “initiation”, “extension”, and
“fusion”. Initiation of early and small demyelinating lesions likely
occurs in vascular-rich areas. Thus, the cortical gray matter,
juxtacortical/subcortical white matter, and even the basal ganglia
are likely initiation sites for early demyelination. Demyelinating
lesions extend discontiguously at distant locations along nerve
fibers or expand locally. The lesions fuse each other (fusion) to
form larger lesions.

Fig. 9 Schematic diagrams showing pathologic processes of
PML. How do the PML lesions spread in a tract-dependent man-
ner? JCV progenies likely spread along nerve axons. (A) In the
extension stage, JCV forms proliferation foci along axons in a
skipping manner. JCV-infected cells are usually seen in the bor-
ders of extending lesions. (B) In the expansion stage, JCV prolif-
erates locally, leading to expansion of the demyelinating areas.
JCV-infected cells are seen in the areas around expanding
lesions. (C) In the fusion stage, the demyelinating lesions fuse
with one another to form larger lesions. The brain tissue is
severely damaged with axonal destruction. (D) In neuronal death
stage, neurons die due to axonal destruction.
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propagate locally, and tissue damage would be more
severe (Fig. 9).

Third step: “Fusion” of demyelinating lesions,
resulting in axonal destruction

Huge demyelinating lesions were formed with “fusion” of
small demyelinating lesions, where the brain tissue is
severely damaged, and neuronal axons are finally frag-
mented. JCV-infected cells are not any more present in
the severely degraded lesions.

Although the condition is referred to as “leu-
koencephalopathy”, the gray matter is also known to be
affected in PML.11,15 It is noteworthy that neurons in the
bilateral thalami were severely degenerated or lost in the
present case (Fig. 6D, E). Indeed, in advanced PML
lesions, axonal fibers are usually fragmented, and axon
destruction in PML has also been reported by other inves-
tigators.30 However, the disease extension along the white
matter tracts that directly relate to the thalamic neurons
was not apparent. Neuronal pathology has not been exten-
sively discussed in the context of PML.

JCV-infected cells distribute in the borders of
extending or expanding lesions

JCV-infected cells were always present in the borders of
extending or expanding demyelinating lesions. This is not
unexpected from the viewpoint of virology, since the JCV
life cycle is mostly dependent on host cell machinery due
to the virus’s limited genomic capacity.31 Thus, glial prolif-
eration of the oligodendroglia-like morphology is usually
observed in the borders of extending or expanding lesions.
Activated glial cells had small but mildly swollen nuclei,
some of which contained granular or punctate intranuclear
structures suggestive of early signs of JCV infection.19,23,32

PML is the most common clinical manifestation of JCV
infectious diseases. Other CNS manifestations include
JCV encephalopathy, (JCVE), JCV granule cell
neuronopathy (JCV-GCN), and JCV meningitis
(JCVM),33–36 and they may also overlap with PML.37

Although JCV infection of neurons is observed in JCVE
and JCV-GCN, the present case was characterized by
selective infection of glial cells (both oligodendroglia and
astroglia), and therefore led to the final diagnosis, “pro-
gressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy”. Oligodendrog-
lia is most permissive for JCV infection, and abundant
progeny virions may spread in myelin sheaths (oligoden-
droglial processes) along axons, which likely relate to
tract-dependent extension of demyelinating lesions.

In conclusion, development of PML demyelinating
lesions was elucidated in post-mortem brain, in comparison
with pre-mortem MR images. We propose that the three
major lesions were developed with the following three

steps: (1) initiation, (2) extension/expansion, and (3) fusion
of the demyelinating lesions. Maternal viruses likely reach
the initial infection sites via the bloodstream and form small
demyelinating lesions. The demyelinating lesions extend
along white matter tracts or locally expand themselves. The
growing demyelinating lesions then fuse together, resulting
in huge lesions. These pathological observations cor-
responded well to the MRI findings, and would greatly con-
tribute to early diagnosis of PML.
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